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Due to the increasing demands for mobile phones, the scale of mobile phone
stores is getting larger accordingly. To operate effectively and maximize profit,
many mobile phone stores gradually synchronize and informationize their
management, and achieve the target of tracking management by tracing every
mobile phone from purchasing to selling with the help of its unique series number.
Based on above consideration, this management system for mobile phone stores
is invented at the right moment.
Based on B/S model, the system is developed by adopting the Java Web
technology and following the J2EE architecture. To fulfill the management
requirements of corporation level, we choose the Microsoft SQL Server 2008 as
the database of this system. To reach the goal of fine management, the design of
the inventory database is distinguished from general commodities. The
characteristic of this system lies in its effective tracing of the mobile phone life
circle which has offered great convenience to corporate customers. The system
reflects the stock information in storage which can help people to acquire the
stock level quickly and accurately and offer reference date for further decisions,
increasing the chance for success deals and improving the sales revenue. The
distribution sales documents produced by the system can help to have a clear
record of the sales condition with distributors, and can also make sure the
consistency and coherence of the data. With these data the sales departments
will response promptly and correctly to the market changes, allowing the
corporation to easily take control of the market situation and grasp the opportunity
for growth and maximized profits by making proper and practical plans in short
time.
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